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Dr. Hyman's revolutionary weight-loss program, predicated on the #1 NY Times bestseller The Bloodstream
Sugar Option, supercharged for instant results! create effortless appetite control; reprogram your fat
burning capacity; Hyman's groundbreaking Blood Sugar Solution program, THE BLOOD SUGAR SOLUTION
10-Time DETOX DIET presents strategies for reducing insulin levels and making fast and sustained fat
loss. Dr. reduce inflammation; Hyman explains how to: activate your organic ability to burn fat--especially
stomach fat; Based on Dr. With useful tools made to achieve optimum wellness, including meal programs,
recipes, and purchasing lists, and also step-by-step, easy-to-follow advice on green living, health supplements,
medication, exercise, and more, THE BLOOD SUGAR Answer 10-DAY DETOX DIET is the fastest way to
lose weight, prevent disease, and experience your very best. de-bug your digestive tract;The key to slimming
down and keeping it off is maintaining low insulin levels. and soothe the stress to shed the pounds. shut off
your fat-storing genes;
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Exceptional results for me personally with the 10-Day Detox Diet. I'm keeping the principles organized in
Dr. This feels great as I've struggled with my weight the majority of my adult life. In addition, my general
feeling of health insurance and my energy levels increased greatly. There is no method that the above would
suit. That was about 110 lbs obese as my ideal fat is approximately 200 pounds (it's been quite a long time
since I am there so I'll inform you for certain when I make it happen).No excuses though. If you use
good common sense you can mix and match substances and spices to tailor dishes and meals to your liking.
Following plans in the publication, I prepped my refrigerator and pantry, purchased vitamin supplements and
fiber pills, tapered back on Dove dark chocolates (my main addictive habit), picked the day I would begin and
jumped in. Consuming becomes so boring, you would like to gag.Good things which have happened in the first
50 days: I shed 30 pounds and 1.5 inches off my neck and 3 inches off my waist (just a representative
sample; I slimmed down in other places on my body aswell). I'm confident I'll reach my goal weight of 200
pounds or less in 2015. I'm sleeping better, some nagging swelling in my knees solved and my digestive
elimination issues cleared up. I have no idea who those individuals are, but I've had 49 years of conditioning
to create those cravings. I've more energy for function and during the day. My overall feeling of wellness
improved greatly. I feel like, after all of the efforts I've made to lose weight over the years and after all
of the ups and downs my weight has experienced, I've finally discovered the right group of intellectual tools
to approach taking in. I even got stuck at the same excess weight for weekly and a half but still dropped
12 pounds!After about 20 days on the program I also went back to Amazon and purchased Dr. Hyman's
Blood Glucose Solution Cookbook to expand my usage of additional quality recipes. Once I got the hang of
how Dr. Hyman combines the ingredients for dishes and meals, I started tinkering with cautiously modifying
some recipes to tweak them for my very own particular culinary choices. I bought the 10-Day Detox Diet
plan, read it completely and loved the audio science and principles behind the ideas. I love cooking and prefer
to experiment in the kitchen. I trimmed back again on my animal proteins portions at each meal, slice out
the snacking on cheese that had crept in and reduced the part size on nuts that are my go-to snack.
Strongly suggested. I very strict.'The genuine trick now is making sure I eat healthful over the future. I
get to use salt and pepper and onion powder and tamari, etc. I'd always chalked it up to white layer
hypertension because I possibly could go back home and get yourself a lower reading with my own cuff.
Once again, I feel like I have the tools I want in Dr. Hyman's program to handle all situations. After that
I'd possess my thyroid tested and it would keep coming back normal. Many overweight people who snore
loudly like me have sleep apnea and do not understand it. Since I was examined, and before you start the
10-Day time Detox diet, I began on a CPAP machine and have been diligent about using it therefore i
credit this with also assisting me to have the energy to face up to my dietary challenges. I think it would
have already been much more difficult to lose weight without also dealing with this condition first.For
several years, I'd seen my blood circulation pressure be slightly elevated at the doctor's office. I feel I
have the other items in order and now I will tackle the strain and regular exercise portions. I just saw my
cardiologist and he is happy with my progress and my blood function showed large improvement from before
I began this life style change to right now. I was lacking energy, etc. I'll keep performing this as long as
my excess weight loss continues apace and my overall feeling of wellness stays strong.Upgrade July 2014:
In the first 100 days I have misplaced 44 lbs and feel good. I'll put the overview upfront: using the
concepts and programs in the 10-Time Detox Diet, We lost 12 pounds in the first 10 times, a total of 21
pounds in the first thirty days and now 30 pounds total in the first 50 days. Hyman's books because they
are working well for me personally.Update September 2014: I hit my halfway point and I'm now straight
down 55 lbs. (Update: as of August 2015 I've dropped 60 lbs total). Wholegrains, etc. One person I know
has lost over 40 pounds within the last three a few months just by utilizing info from Dr. Hyman's books
that we talked about and is now at his ultimate objective weight and is very trim! With two days to go in
my month, I've lost 12 pounds. The main element for me is certainly that I don't experience deprived. Just

in the first couple of days did I feel hungry. The rate of my weight loss has slowed but is still steady. To
keep my weight loss I have to trim back my food portion sizes a little and begin exercising consistently.
Today, between the portion control and regular exercise, the scale is going down and I've lost 15 pounds
within the last month.Best of luck on your particular journey toward health. I now have to concentrate on
making regular exercise a part of my life. My cravings for fatty foods and glucose disappeared. I'm sticking
with Dr. Hyman's plan. I won't lie and let you know my cravings have died. Good Good condition just as
described Great book, came just as stated Dr Hyman wants All your money To begin, I did not try out this
diet.. Hyman's system shared many similarities with the Paleo diet plan and I experimented with combining
the two programs. Personally i think my problem is portion control. I've the mistaken idea that if something
is certainly healthy to eat you can have as a lot of it as you need..This book was recommended if you ask
me by a life coach I was seeing. do what you have to for a little bit . The scale didn't move for me
personally though until I produced some adjustments to my portions which were holding me back again.
Your mileage may vary and the provided recipes are just fine the way they are shown.Update January
2015: My excess weight loss has plateaued in 55 lbs down for the last 4 months and We still have 55
pounds more to reduce. I'm now at 250 pounds for a complete weight loss of 60 lbs. My goal weight
remains 200 lbs so I have a methods to go but I'm feeling great about what I'm doing. I consider the
PGX pills frequently. non-e of it mattered. Not really horrible, however they could stand to be lower. I
continue to highly recommend this reserve and the info it includes. I'm a 49 calendar year old, premenopausal woman. It definitely worked for me personally! First off, let me say, We am not really a man. I
will not be reporting a 30 lb. I've bought so many books through the years in a desperate try to figure out
what's wrong.I cannot say enough good things about how this reserve is written. Become well! I had 3 kids
in the span of 5 years between the age groups of 37 and 42. Not an easy task at that age group from a
weightloss standpoint. After my initial was born, I did WW and acquired no problem taking the weight off.
Following the second, it wasn't very easy and following the third, all but impossible. I am a vegetarian for
30 years and a vegan for 3. They're not going to disappear in thirty days. I'm never blowing smoke when I
let you know I eat around 1200 calories a time and workout 4-5 times weekly doing vigorous workouts.
Those that have purchased the book, read it completely and used Dr. Nothing worked well. Shake for
breakfast, protein and vegetables/greens for lunch time and dinner. make lunch time . She commented that
my BMI wasn't all that poor and that, perhaps, "that is simply who you are"..? I also bought his "Eat Fat,
Get Thin" publication, but have decided to stay on the 10-day time detox (as he recommends) since I've 30
lbs to lose. That statement quite definitely felt like giving up and the fact that I had taken the time to go
over this with her was proof that I wasn't ready to give up at this time. I anticipate doing the 10 times
and reporting my outcomes. Who understood that what I was eating before was so wrong for me
personally? In the publication, he states that you should not need to count calorie consumption, but I
really do to maintain myself honest. For two years, I was convinced it had been my thyroid - mainly
because I couldn't find out why nothing works.Side take note: I did a sleep study 90 days ago and was
diagnosed with obstructive sleep apnea. I chalked it up to pre-menopause hormonal complications and
figured I'd simply continue to be overweight.I made a decision to give the 10-day time detox a try. You will
want to? weightloss in thirty days.. What?. I admit I did so not buy the online support. I was a bit worried
that being truly a vegan would gradual my weightloss compared to non-vegans. Given the results he reviews
in the reserve from his study group, it has not slowed my progress at all. I began the plan nearly per
month ago specifically. I'll get there too. Feeling this good is motivation enough to keep me eating healthy
for the rest of my life. And, a lot of that was without strenuous workout routines because my body had a
tough time adjusting to the reduced carb diet. The 10-Day Detox Diet continues to work well for me,
perhaps it'll work for you too.. Pretty awesome. I did not really cheat at all. Never once. I didn't follow the
menus completely, but followed the rules. Nothing. I eat plenty of good food however now just the food

that's good for me. After that, my body altered and I right now feel satisfied after every meal.I've
recommended the 10-time Detox Diet to several those who have asked me how I've lost weight. I love
that you are able to season your food upon this diet. So a great many other diet programs I've tried get
rid of sodium almost completely.We haven't felt hungry since. I already approved my first big check: a long
overdue holiday at an ocean-side resort with plenty of social interaction and eating dinner out at
restaurants.. Also, I noticed Dr. It makes eating so exciting. I often experienced anxious and jittery. Best
of all, others around me have taken inspiration. After seven days on this diet, I started obtaining readings
of 125/75 and my lowest was 118/70..Update August 2015: This was not a linear and easy journey but
I'm back about the right path. My persistence increased for handling both my interpersonal associations and
life's little complications. I know a whole lot about diet, or at least what the nutritionists have told us was
ideal. I still crave breads when I smell it getting toasted and frequently crave something sweet (dark
chocolate) after dinner.I really believe great health is a combination of restful rest, breathing oxygen,
drinking lots of fresh water, eating healthy food of top quality, mitigating stress and exercising regularly.
During the brief trip I managed to lose 5 pounds instead of gaining fat as I likely could have in the past.
However, those readings were often in the 135/85 neighborhood. Hyman's concepts have successfully lost
weight and cleared up some health concerns as well... Not happening. It makes so much intelligent feeling.?
If you are a woman of that certain age who provides struggled to lose excess weight no matter what you
try, provide this a go. If it worked well for me, you'll likely have success too. Many thanks, Dr. Hyman!. If I
go too far afield, I'll simply move back closer to the original recipes. A bit hard to do the life-style. Earlier
this year, I slowly placed on 10 lbs to 265 lbs as a reply to stress from issues I experienced both
professionally and personally. I bought the reserve and I browse it. Most of the necessities to be
successful entail the purchases of supplements, applications shakes etc. the price is HUNDREDS of dollars
every month. $500 or therefore to start. Obnoxious Great quality Good reading. Unrealistic for people who
have a life. I found that the daily food requirements didn't support my exercise routine and the life span I
was living. His plan.. This is not accurate for me particularly when it comes to animal proteins and nuts.. I
look at multiple computers all day and do not spend a lot of time on them during my limited free time.
Amazon is indeed convenient Quick healthy weight lost plan Blood sugar does everything. I started working
out regularly and have been briskly walking for about 40 minutes per day, seven days a week for the last
90 days...I visited my primary care doctor and had an extended conversation with her about my unhappiness
with my excess weight.. do what you have to .. Wake up from 7 to 8 hours of sleep, do 30 minutes of
workout, weigh yourself and consider measurements, make the breakfast shake and take your vitamin
supplements. take about one hour or so to create dinner (so that you can eat 3 hours before bedtime),
journal, have a 20 to 30 minute bath prior to going to bed. That is after spending a bunch of money on the
foods that you can eat, the necessary supplements and the online support community.what's one more,
right?. My life includes a hour . 5 commute each way to work, family and church commitments.A little about
me: I'm in my own mid-fifties and am a relatively big-framed guy who stands 6'1" and weighed 310 pounds
when I started this plan. Was this pre-diabetes? We started this with the purpose of break through a
plateau that I actually had in my own current eating and exercise routine. I ended up stopping the PGX
supplement at time 3 because I couldn't hold it down. The Blood Sugar Solution 10-Day Detox Diet I'm so
excited that the dishes are very easy. I was needs to feel just like I was living in someone else's body.
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